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1. Call to Order

Welcome and Introductions - Chair James Seeley, Mayor, Township of Puslinch

2. Delegation:

2.1. Cynthia Kuehl, Partner, Lerners LLP

Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeals Update - Verbal

Moved by:                                Seconded by:

That the Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeals verbal update provided by
Cynthia Kuehl, Partner, Lerners LLP be received for information.

3. Municipal Tax Advisory Group (MTAG) Paralegal Professional Corp Briefing Notes

3.1. Update #1 - November 2021 1

Moved by:                        Seconded by: 

That the MTAG Briefing Note - Update #1 be received for information. 

3.2. Update #2 - January 2022 6

Ken DeHart, Treasurer, County of Wellington to introduce Greg Webb, Senior
Consultant, MTAG Paralegal Professional Corp who will provide Update #2.

Moved by:                           Seconded by: 



That the MTAG Briefing Note - Update #2 be received for information.

4. Minutes for Approval

4.1. January 6, 2022 12

Moved by:                                       Seconded by: 

That the minutes of the January 6, 2022 TAPMO Executive Committee
meeting be approved.

5. TAPMO Executive Committee Meeting Minutes

Moved by:                     Seconded by:

That the TAPMO Executive Committee Meeting Minutes for September 27, 2021,
October 21, 2021 and November 18, 2021 be received for information.

5.1. September 27, 2021 15

5.2. October 21, 2021 18

5.3. November 18, 2021 28

6. Association of Municipalities of Ontario (AMO) Conference - August 14-17, 2022 -
TAPMO Request for Delegation Meeting

Chair Seeley to provide an update on proposed issues for the upcoming TAPMO
Request for Delegation at the AMO Conference (conference details not yet
available).  

7. Executive Committee Vacant Positions 58

Central District and Northern District

8. Adjournment
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Context 
 
Earlier this year, in October, we wrote to remind you that, on March 29, 2021, the Assessment 
Review Board (ARB) issued its Interim Decision regarding the Wellington County Gravel 
Pit/Quarry appeals.  We then advised that on October 13, 2021, the ARB issued its Final 
Decision which applied the Interim Decision to all 6 of the representative appeals and clarified 
some interpretive principles. That Final Decision was amended to correct some minor errors on 
October 19, 2021.  
 
Highlights of the process leading up to the ARB’s release of its Final Decision are as follows: 
 

 The ARB heard representative appeals on 6 properties in Wellington County during 
November 2020. 

 In its Interim Decision, the ARB highlighted what it determined were “errors in the 
Municipal Property Assessment Corporation’s (MPAC) methodology for determining the 
CVA of gravel pits and quarries”.  The ARB supported a higher land rate for gravel pit 
lands. 

 In both the Interim and the Final Decisions, the ARB also provided direction on how 
gravel pits and quarries should be classified for property tax purposes, including what 
areas of these properties should be included in the IT (Industrial) class. 

 Following release of the Interim Decision, Wellington County and MTAG PPC worked 
collaboratively with MPAC and owner representatives to apply the ARB decision to the 6 
representative matters and to put the ARB in a position to issue its Final Decision. 

 During this collaborative process, the parties jointly interpreted the ARB’s Interim 
Decision.  As part of its Final Decision, the ARB accepted the interpretation put forward 
by the parties. 

 As with all matters that are decided before the ARB, its decision in this matter was open for 
appeal for 30 days following its release, should any party to the proceedings believe that an 
“error in law” may have occurred.  
 

MPAC’s Decision to seek leave to Appeal to the Divisional Court 
 
MTAG PPC has now learned that, on or about November 12, 2021, MPAC notified the Divisional 
Court that it is seeking leave to appeal the ARB’s decision in this matter with respect to the 
Board’s decision on classification date and the Board’s direction on how to determine whether 
a property, or a part of it, falls within the industrial class.   An appeal was not unexpected, and  
the owners are also seeking leave to appeal.  However, MPAC’s application and its reasons 
behind it was not necessarily anticipated.   
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This is because during the hearings of this matter before the ARB, MPAC took no position on 
how any individual property would be classified as MPAC considered this to be a matter 
between Wellington County and the extraction industry. MPAC’s practice had been to simply 
ask the owners of gravel pits and quarries for the information on the classification of their 
properties and then apply these classifications to those properties on the roll.  On their leave to 
appeal applications however, MPAC now joins with the owners in arguing that the Board made 
errors in the legal interpretation of what should fall within the industrial class.  
 
As the leave applications from MPAC and the owners have only been recently served, the 
Divisional Court has yet to advise whether it will in fact hear an appeal of the Final Decision.  
Nonetheless, there is a high degree of likelihood that leave will be granted on at least some of 
the issues and that the Divisional Court will hear a full appeal.  
 
When the appeal proceeds, it is expected that the primary issue before the Divisional Court will 
be the classification for these properties. In the interim, at the request of MPAC and other 
parties, all other pit and quarry appeals have been suspended by the ARB pending resolution of 
the original 6 Wellington County representative matters. 
 
Despite this suspension, which MPAC case management is well aware of, MPAC has issued 
several “late SOI” letters to municipalities other than Wellington County. While MTAG PPC fully 
appreciates that there are SOEs relating to each of these other appeals and that, according to 
these SOEs the SOIs may well be due, the fact that MPAC requested that the ARB stay 
consideration of these other matters pending the outcome of the Wellington County matters 
means that it should have also suspended the timelines of these SOEs.   
 
It is very frustrating to have to repeatedly respond to MPAC reminding them of the suspension 
which they themselves sought. This is especially so as MPAC’s responses issued to earlier SOIs 
by municipalities prior to the SOE suspension indicated MPAC intends to apply the ARB decision 
from the Wellington County’s matters to these other outstanding matters.  
 

Response to MPAC/Industry seeking leave to appeal to the Divisional Court  
 
All parties are committed to continue working together to ensure that the positions of 
municipalities are fully presented and defended before the Divisional Court.  In this regard, 
Wellington County, MTAG PPC and counsel for Wellington County will continue to meet and 
work on mounting their defence of the Wellington County’s position and the ARB’s decisions in 
this matter.  
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Conclusion 
 
The work in defending the ARB’s decision before the Divisional Court and refuting the 
arguments of MPAC and Industry has just begun.  Once the Divisional Court releases its decision 
on whether to grant leave to appeal and, if necessary, schedules the hearing of the appeal, 
MTAG PPC will be in a better position to inform all its clients as to what they can expect going 
forward.  It currently appears that the earliest date for a hearing of any appeal before the 
Divisional Court will be late spring 2022. 
 
In the interim, we felt that it was important to bring these events to your attention.  If your 
municipality has gravel pits or quarries within its boundaries, it will be affected by the outcome 
of this Divisional Court appeal.  Should MPAC and the owners be successful, the gains on 
classification that were achieved by Wellington County in its appeals before the ARB will be 
either reduced or eliminated.  
 
It is therefore in the interests of all municipalities to take an interest in and support the efforts 
of Wellington County in preserving the well reasoned and – we believe – appropriate decisions 
the ARB made with regards to the 6 representative gravel pit/quarry properties in Wellington 
County.  
 
If you and your municipality are interested in learning more about this appeal before the 
Divisional Court or becoming more directly involved in it, please contact the undersigned.   
      

 
 
John R Innes, BA(ACS), CPA, CA 
Senior Consultant 
Tel: 519-670-0018 
john.innes@municipaltaxadvisory.com 
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MTAG PPC CLIENT BRIEFING NOTE 

Update #2 regarding the six representative Gravel Pit/Quarry appeals brought 

by Wellington County before the Assessment Review Board in 2020 

MTAG Paralegal Professional Corp 
383 Richmond Street, Suite 408 

London, Ontario 
N6A 3C4 

January 12, 2022 
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Background 

In November 2021 we provided an update regarding the Assessment Review Board (ARB) Final 
Decision in the Wellington County Gravel Pit/Quarry appeals. This Final Decision applied the 
ARB’s Interim Decision to all six of the representative appeals and clarified some interpretive 
principles.  

MTAG PPC then noted that MPAC had sought leave to the Divisional Court to appeal the ARB’s 
decision with respect to its ruling on classification date and the Board’s direction on how to 
determine whether a property, or a part of it, falls within the industrial class. The owners of the 
six properties have also sought leave to appeal. The County of Wellington will contest these 
motions for leave. 

If leave is granted, the primary issue before the Divisional Court will be the classification of 
these properties. In the interim, at the request of MPAC and other parties, all other pit and 
quarry appeals have been suspended by the ARB pending resolution of these matters before 
the Divisional Court. 

Our Briefing Note then advised that despite this suspension of other related appeals, that 
MPAC had issued several “late SOI” letters to municipalities other than Wellington County and 
recommended that affected municipalities to follow up with MPAC and verify that their appeals 
should have been suspended.  

This first update then noted that ALL municipalities with gravel pits or quarries within their 
boundaries WILL be affected by the outcome of this Divisional Court appeal, and that should 
MPAC and the owners be successful, the gains on classification that were achieved by 
Wellington County in its appeals before the ARB will be either reduced or eliminated.  

The Briefing Note then concluded by advising municipalities that it was in their best interests to 
actively support the efforts of Wellington County in preserving the well reasoned and – we 
believe – appropriate decisions the ARB made with regards to the six representative gravel 
pit/quarry properties in Wellington County.  

Wellington County Supporting and Defending the ARB’s Conclusions 

These motions for leave to appeal were not unexpected, and Wellington County and all parties 
assisting them continue to be committed to working together to ensure that the position of the 
County is fully presented and defended before the Divisional Court. Wellington County, MTAG 
PPC and counsel for Wellington County continue to meet and work on their defence of the 
County’s position and the ARB’s decisions in this matter. 
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Discussion 

The work on these matters and the process leading up to the ARB’s Final Decision occurred over 
several years.  The good news is that several aspects relating to how MPAC values gravel pits or 
quarries have been examined and are not being further challenged.  The methodology used to 
determine the Assessed Values of these properties is not, MTAG believes, part of the 
MPAC/owners appeals.   

This is important because as part of its appeals, Wellington County achieved a 2.5 times 
increase in the base land rate for gravel pits and quarries.  For properties in Wellington County 
this translates to an increase from $4,200/acre to $10,080/acre.  In determining this increased 
base land rate, the ARB found that the methodology of using Class 5 farmland as an input to 
land value was flawed.     

This does not mean, however, that municipalities can afford to be complacent.  Though the 
ARB’s decision on the inappropriate reliance on Class 5 farmland rates should apply beyond the 
Wellington County appeal, MPAC has not indicated it will modify its methodology to ensure 
that the base land value is appropriately increased.   

As stated previously, the County of Wellington, MTAG PPC and the County’s counsel all believe 
that the ARB’s decision on the appropriate classification for gravel pits and quarries is correct, 
and that there were no errors of law made by the ARB.  Nonetheless, the County of Wellington, 
MTAG PPC and the County’s counsel are working diligently on defending the integrity of the 
ARB’s Final Decision 

Why & How Should Other Municipalities Become Involved with These Appeals? 

The benefit to municipalities from the ARB’s Final Decision is significant.  First, specific direction 
as to property classification will eliminate – or at the least – minimize existing inequities 
between individual properties and jurisdictions.  Secondly, the “Industrial” property class also 
better reflects the use of these properties as it more closely aligns the levy against these 
properties with the costs incurred by municipalities for the provision of services to them.  

The danger and risk to municipalities from these appeals to the Divisional Court is regarding the 
issue of classification and not the CVA as determined by the ARB.  Should the Divisional Court 
side with MPAC and the property owners on the issue of classification and conclude that the 
ARB made “errors in law”, the classifications in the ARB decision may revert to how they were 
conducted by MPAC originally.  This would be problematic and a concerning outcome.   
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However, even if this happens, the benefits from the efforts of Wellington County and all the 
parties assisting it will not all be lost.  This is because the increases in CVA will remain in place 
and the associated revenue gains on these properties will still drive additional revenues for 
municipalities. 

So, what can other municipalities do to help prevent the gains Wellington County made on 
classification from happening?  Two things: 

1. If there are gravel pits or quarries in the municipality, it should file an appeal against the
2022 assessment of these properties if appeals were not filed for the taxation years
prior to 2022.  If appeals were filed in previous years, it will be important to verify
whether they have been deemed for 2022, and if not, also do so.   This is because MPAC
has not changed its valuation of gravel pits and quarries to reflect the ARB’s Final
Decision on municipalities’ 2022 Assessment Rolls and municipalities need to ensure
that their right to appeal is not lost.

Doing this will demonstrate to MPAC, the Province and the Courts that the valuation of
aggregate producing properties is not simply a “Wellington County concern” but is
indeed of concern to all municipal jurisdictions.

2. Support the positions of Wellington County and TAPMO (Top Aggregate Producing
Municipalities of Ontario) by writing to MPPs, cabinet ministers, the Office of the
Premier as well as AMO to let them all know that your municipality believes that the
conclusions of the ARB as contained in its Final Decision in the matter of the six
representative appeals was and is appropriate.

Conclusion 

These are unique times. The reassessment of properties by MPAC has been delayed by at least 
2 years, and concerns regarding the public health implications from COVID continue to 
dominate the attention of governments everywhere. 

The retention of the existing Assessment Rolls has presented both opportunities and challenges 
to municipalities. It has made it easier to separate unique factors that affect individual 
properties from global market influences. It has also brought a certain sense of stability as the 
4-year phase-in of increases in assessed value normally seen throughout the Assessment Cycle
have been curtailed. On the other hand, this extension means that when the next reassessment
does occur, the magnitude of change can be expected to be even more extreme than it was
before.

But there is an additional aspect to reassessment that municipalities should be particularly 
concerned about. This is the fact that both the starting AND destination values of properties on 
their Assessment Rolls are affected by the CURRENT values on their Assessment Rolls.  
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Therefore, MTAG believes it is so important to defend the gains in classification and valuation 
that Wellington County has achieved through the ARB’s Final Decision regarding the six 
representative properties. 

If you and your Municipality: 

 Agree with the ARB’s determination that MPAC’s methodology for valuing gravel pits
and quarries was flawed and that it is appropriate to increase the base CVA land rates
for these properties (like the 2.5 times increase in Wellington County)

 Question the appropriateness of gravel pit and quarry assessments in your municipality

 Believe that the ARB reached the correct conclusion for addressing classification
inequities by determining that certain areas used for aggregate purposes should be
classified as Industrial (IT) to better reflect the use of these properties.

Then please ensure that appeals against the 2022 assessment of these properties in your 
jurisdiction are filed. 

And, as usual, do not hesitate to reach out to your MTAG consultant should have any questions 
regarding how to do this.  We are here to help. 

John R Innes, BA(ACS), CPA, CA 
Senior Consultant 
Tel: 519-670-0018 
john.innes@municipaltaxadvisory.com 
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TAPMO Executive Committee Meeting 

MINUTES 

 
January 6, 2022 
Zoom Meeting 

 
Present:  Mayor James Seeley, Township of Puslinch – Chair 

  Mayor Dave Barton, Township of Uxbridge 
   Mayor Sue Foxton, Township of North Dumfries 
   Deputy Mayor Jim Hegadorn, Loyalist Township 

Councillor Margaret McCreery, Township of North Dumfries 
   Mayor Marcus Ryan, Township of Zorra 
 
Regrets:  Mayor Sandra Easton, Town of Lincoln – Vice-Chair 
 
Also Present:  Cynthia Kuehl, Partner, Lerners LLP 
 Greg Webb, Senior Consultant, MTAG Paralegal Professional Corp 
 
Staff:   Susan Aram, Deputy Treasurer, County of Wellington 
   Kim Courts, Deputy Clerk, County of Wellington 
   Ken DeHart, County Treasurer, County of Wellington 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

1. Call to Order 
 
At 9:30 am, the Chair called the meeting to order.  

 
2. Minutes for Approval - November 18, 2021 

 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the minutes of the November 18, 2021 TAPMO Executive Committee meeting be 
approved. 

Carried 
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - January 6, 2022
 Page 2 

 

3. Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeals Update 
 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeals Update by Cynthia Kuehl, Partner, 
Lerners LLP be received for information. 

Carried 
 

4. Wellington Gravel Pit Appeal Briefing Note 
 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Councillor McCreery 
 
That the MTAG Paralegal Professional Corp - Wellington Gravel Pit Appeal Briefing Note 
dated November 2021 be received for information.  

 
Carried 

 
5. Agenda Items for TAPMO meeting at ROMA Conference 

 
The Committee requested that the following items be placed on the agenda for the 
January 23, 2022 TAPMO meeting at the ROMA Conference: 
 
MTAG Briefing note   
Executive Committee Positions Vacancies  
Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeal Update   
Delegation at AMO Conference 2022 
 
Moved by: Mayor Barton 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That staff be directed to invite Cynthia Kuehl, Partner, Lerners LLP to provide the 
Wellington County Gravel Pit Appeals Update at the TAPMO meeting scheduled for 
January 23, 2022 at 10:00 am at the ROMA Conference; and 
 
That staff be directed to reschedule the presentation by John McNie regarding 
aggregate licensing scheduled for the TAPMO Committee meeting at the ROMA 
Conference on January 23, 2022; and  
 
That John McNie be invited to present to the TAPMO Executive Committee meeting 
scheduled for February 11, 2022 at 10:00 am. 

Carried 
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - January 6, 2022
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6. TAPMO Website and Internet Presence Discussion 
 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Deputy Mayor Hegadorn 
 
That staff be directed to research the costs involved in creating a TAPMO website, 
independent of a host municipality, and report back to the February 11, 2022 meeting. 
. 

Carried 
 

7. Upcoming Meetings 
  
 Sunday, January 23, 2022 at 10:00 am (ROMA Conference) 
 Friday, February 11, 2022 at 10:00 am  
 Tuesday, March 29, 2022 at 11:00 am 
 Tuesday, May 31, 2022 at 1:00 pm 
 
8. Adjournment 

 
 At 11:05 am, the Chair adjourned the meeting until January 23, 2022. 
 
 
 
 

_________________________ 
James Seeley - Chair TAPMO Executive Committee 
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Top Aggregate Producing Municipalities of Ontario 
 

TAPMO Executive Committee 

Minutes 

September 27, 2021 

Zoom Meeting 

  

 Present:  Mayor James Seeley, Township of Puslinch - Chair 
    Mayor Sandra Easton, Town of Lincoln – Vice-Chair 
    Deputy Mayor Jim Hegadorn, Loyalist Township 
    Mayor Sue Foxton, Township of North Dumfries 
    Councillor Margaret McCreery, Township of North Dumfries 
    Mayor Marcus Ryan, Township of Zorra 
  

Regrets:   Mayor Dave Barton, Township of Uxbridge 
 
Staff:    Donna Bryce, County Clerk, County of Wellington 

              Kim Courts, Deputy Clerk, County of Wellington 
 

 

 
1.  Call to Order 

 
At 10:00 am, Chair Seeley called the meeting to order.  He introduced and 
welcomed everyone to the meeting.  
 

2. 2021 – 2022 Budget 
 
The Committee discussed the membership fee structure and what it should be 
based on:  

 1% of levy as a place holder/guide and Treasury staff to determine the 
wording of the membership ask   
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TAPMO Minutes – September 27, 2021 
Page 2 

 

 TAPMO is top aggregate producing municipalities, not all.  1% from the 
top four should be $24,000, with the balance coming from other 
municipalities should be approximately at $50,000 

 Flat fee versus range of minimum and maximum fees for small, medium 
and large aggregate producers 

 Upstream lobbyist group hired on behalf of TAPMO to remain active and 
lobby the provincial government as we are going in the right direction 
and there is momentum.  Request follow-up with Upstream at October 
21st meeting for updates and next steps.  What are they key messages 
being heard?  Upstream has not sent an invoice to date.     

 Treasury staff to report back on fee schedule and budget at next 
meeting and determine the appropriate wording for a cover letter to be 
sent out to municipalities along with the fee schedule.   

 
Moved by:  Mayor Ryan  
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That staff be directed to develop the TAPMO membership fee structure, 
equivalent to 1% of aggregate royalties received, from a minimum of $100 to a 
maximum of $5000, per member municipality.  

 
3. 2021 – 2022 Meeting Schedule 

 
The Committee set the following three meeting dates: 
 
Thursday, October 21, 2021 at 9:30 am 
Thursday, November 18, 2021 at 9:30 am 
Thursday, January 6, 2022 at 9:30 am (tentative – pre-ROMA) 
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TAPMO Minutes – September 27, 2021 
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4. Member Updates 
 
Chair Seeley advised of being approached by a community group who are 
opposed to the gravel expansion.  They had pitched guidelines that include 
criteria to support the aggregate industry and can be endorsed by 
municipalities. 
 
Mayor Foxton suggested setting a meeting with representatives from the 
Minister of Northern Development, Mines, Natural Resources and Forestry.  
Chair Seeley suggested waiting until the Committee has heard the Upstream 
update.  
 
Vice-Chair Easton suggested using standard language in TAPMO 
correspondence to Ministers to avoid any discrepancies between mining and 
aggregate.  Chair Seeley to discuss standard language with Treasury staff for 
use in member discussions with municipalities and press releases. 

 
5.  Adjourn 

 
At 11:06 am, the Chair adjourned the meeting until October 21, 2021.  
 
 

 
 
 

___________________________________ 
    James Seeley 

Chair, Top Aggregate Producing Municipalities in Ontario 
Mayor, Township of Puslinch 
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Top Aggregate Producing Municipalities of Ontario 

Executive Committee Meeting 

Minutes 

 
October 21, 2021 

Zoom Meeting 
 

Present:  Mayor James Seeley, Township of Puslinch – Chair 
   Mayor Sandra Easton, Town of Lincoln – Vice-Chair 
   Mayor Sue Foxton, Township of North Dumfries 
   Councillor Margaret McCreery, Township of North Dumfries 
   Mayor Marcus Ryan, Zownship of Zorra 
 
Regrets:  Mayor Dave Barton, Township of Uxbridge 
   Deputy Mayor Jim Hegadorn, Loyalist Township 
 
Also Present:   Chris Chapin, Upstream Strategy Group 
   Michael Diamond, Upstream Strategy Group 
 
Staff:   Susan Aram, Deputy Treasurer, County of Wellington 
   Nicole Cardow, Deputy Clerk, County of Wellington 
   Kim Courts, Deputy Clerk, County of Wellington 
   Ken DeHart, County Treasurer, County of Wellington 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. Call to Order 

 
At 9:30 am, Chair Seeley called the meeting to order. 

 
2. Minutes for Approval 

 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Councillor McCreery 
 
That the Minutes of the TAPMO Executive Committee meetings held on August 15, 2021 
and September 27, 2021 be approved.  

Carried 
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - October 21, 2021
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3. Upstream Strategy Group Update - Verbal 
 
Moved by: Vice-Chair Easton 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the verbal update provided by Chris Chapin and Michael Diamond, Upstream Strategy 
Group regarding government relations services be received for information. 

Carried 
 

Mr. Chris Chapin and Mr. Michael Diamond, Upstream Strategy Group were directed to 
prepare a proposal for continued government services and report back at the November 18, 
2021 meeting. 

 
4. Upstream Strategy Group Invoice 

 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the TAPMO Executive Committee approve payment for Upstream Strategy Group 
invoice dated 10/14/2021 in the amount of $36,160.00 for government relation services 
between May 2021 - August 2021. 

Carried 
 

5. Membership Fees Structure Report 
 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Mayor Ryan 
 
That the TAPMO Proposed Membership Fee Structure be approved for the 2022 year; and 
 
That the proposed membership fees, as outlined in Schedule A, be separated for all 
municipalities. 

Carried 
 

6. 2021-2022 Budget for Approval 
 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Mayor Easton 
 
That the 2022 Budget as presented at the August 15, 2021 AGM meeting be approved, and  
 
That the new proposed membership fee schedule be included, as amended.  

Carried 
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - October 21, 2021
 Page 3 

 

 
Staff was directed to prepare draft correspondence to be included with the membership fee 
invoices that will be distributed to municipalities and report back at the November 18 
meeting. 

 
7. ROMA / OGRA Conferences Attendance 

 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Councillor McCreery 
 
That the information regarding the 2022 ROMA and OGRA conferences be received for 
information; and  
 
That the TAPMO Annual General Meeting agenda at the ROMA Conference (Virtual) 
scheduled for January 24-25, 2022 include the vacant Executive Committee positions 
(Central and Northern Districts). 

Carried 
 

8. 2021-2022 Meeting Dates 
 
Next Meeting: Thursday, November 18, 2021 at 9:30 am 

Thursday, January 6, 2022 at 9:30 am (Pre-ROMA) 
 
9. Adjournment  

 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Mayor Easton 
 
That Chair Seeley adjourn the meeting at 11:00 am.  

Carried 
 

 
 

 
_________________________________________ 
James Seeley - Chair TAPMO Executive Committee 
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Overdue payments are subject to annual interest of 18% interest pursuant to the Solicitor's Act.

Upstream Strategy Group Enterprises Inc.

188 Davenport Rd. Suite 202
Toronto ON  M5R 1J2
+1 6475000443
invoicing@upstreamgroup.ca
GST/HST Registration No.: 745628487 RT 
0001

INVOICE
BILL TO

Top Aggregate Producing 
Municipalities of Ontario 
(TAPMO)

INVOICE # TAPMO2021
DATE 10/14/2021

DUE DATE 11/13/2021
TERMS Net 30

  

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION QTY RATE AMOUNT

Government 
Relations

Monthly government relation services between May 2021 - 
August 2021

4 8,000.00 32,000.00

 

Thank you for your business! SUBTOTAL 32,000.00
HST (ON) @ 13% 4,160.00
TOTAL 36,160.00
BALANCE DUE $36,160.00

TAX SUMMARY

RATE TAX NET

HST (ON) @ 13% 4,160.00 32,000.00
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Top Aggregate Producing 
Municipalities of Ontario 

 

  
 
 
 
 

To:  Chair, Mayor James Seeley and Members of the TAPMO Executive 

From:  Ken DeHart, County Treasurer 

Date: Thursday, October 21, 2021 

Subject: TAPMO Proposed Membership Fee Structure for 2021/2022 

 

Background: 

At its meeting on September 27, 2021, TAPMO executive members discussed the membership fee 
structure, and passed the following resolution: 

 That staff be directed to develop the TAPMO membership fee structure, equivalent to 1% of 
aggregate royalties received, from a minimum of $100 to a maximum of $5,000 per member 
municipality 

 
County of Wellington staff obtained the total tonnage of aggregate produced by municipality, based on 
license and wayside permit production for 2020.  This is published on The Ontario Aggregate Resources 
Corporation (TOARC) website.  The proposed membership fee is calculated by multiplying the 
estimated aggregate levy received by lower-tier and/or single-tier municipalities by 1% and capping it 
at a maximum of $5,000 per municipality, rounded to the nearest $100 (see Schedule A). 
 
It should be noted that this is just a method of calculating the TAPMO membership fee and there is no 
implication that the aggregate levy should be used to fund the membership fee.  The aggregate levy is 
intended to compensate municipalities for the extraordinary damage that aggregate producers do to 
local roads for transporting aggregate along haul routes.  It is up to each municipality to decide how to 
fund the membership fee. 
 
In 2019, a total of 26 municipalities paid the 2019/2020 membership fee of $250 for a total of $6,500.  
Earlier in 2021, a total of 21 municipalities made a special contribution for a total of $40,900, in order 
to hire the political relations firm, Upstream.  There were 31 different municipalities that contributed 
to either the membership fee or the political strategy effort (16 of the original municipalities that 
contributed to the membership fee also contributed to the political effort and there were five 
municipalities that contributed to the political effort only).    
 
If all 31 municipalities contributed to the proposed TAPMO membership fee, there would be $76,600 
available to spend in 2022 (assuming the membership fee is charged annually).  However, if you 
assume there’s about a 65% collection rate (based on 21 out of the 31 municipalities contributing), the 
budgeted membership fee would be $50,000. 
 
The draft budget presented by North Dumfries staff at the 2021 TAPMO AGM estimated expenses of 
just under $8,000 for 2021/2022.  If you assume collections of $50,000, then TAPMO could afford to 
hire a political relations firm for approximately 5 months of the year (at $8,000 per month + expensed 
portion of HST). 
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Proposed Membership Fee based on 1% of the Aggregate Levy Received for 2020 Production

(Reported in Metric Tonnes)

Municipality

Total 

Tonnage

Aggregate 

Levy

1% of 

Aggregate Levy

Membership 

Fee                       

(Max $5,000)

Kawartha Lakes, City of 6,432,633      810,512$        8,105$                5,000$                

North Dumfries Tp 5,677,296      715,339          7,153                  5,000                  

Burlington, City of/Halton Hills, Town of 5,280,255      665,312          6,653                  5,000                  

Zorra Tp 4,636,469      584,195          5,842                  5,000                  

Puslinch Tp 4,627,210      583,028          5,830                  5,000                  

Severn Tp 4,566,643      575,397          5,754                  5,000                  

Clarington, Municipality of 4,408,632      555,488          5,555                  5,000                  

Caledon, Town of 3,089,085      389,225          3,892                  3,900                  

Ramara Tp 3,017,981      380,266          3,803                  3,800                  

Brant, County of/Brantford, City of 2,970,766      374,317          3,743                  3,700                  

Thames Centre, Municipality of 2,873,989      362,123          3,621                  3,600                  

Uxbridge Tp 2,647,640      333,603          3,336                  3,300                  

Oro-Medonte Tp 2,021,571      254,718          2,547                  2,500                  

Lincoln, Town of/Niagara-on-the-Lake, Town of 1,807,458      227,740          2,277                  2,300                  

Loyalist Tp 1,618,046      203,874          2,039                  2,000                  

Haldimand, County of 1,563,226      196,966          1,970                  2,000                  

Brock Tp 1,499,922      188,990          1,890                  1,900                  

Springwater Tp 1,327,782      167,301          1,673                  1,700                  

South-West Oxford Tp 1,252,276      157,787          1,578                  1,600                  

Grey Highlands, Municipality of 1,164,765      146,760          1,468                  1,500                  

Erin, Town of 989,719          124,705          1,247                  1,200                  

Milton, Town of 971,331          122,388          1,224                  1,200                  

Bracebridge 946,439          119,251          1,193                  1,200                  

East Garafraxa Tp 874,957          110,245          1,102                  1,100                  

Southgate Tp 486,158          61,256            613                      600                      

Guelph Eramosa, Tp 451,905          56,940            569                      600                      

Minto, Town of 367,584          46,316            463                      500                      

Chatworth Tp 343,334          43,260            433                      400                      

Mono Tp 297,744          37,516            375                      400                      

Mississippi Mills, Town of 263,782          33,237            332                      300                      

Woolwich Tp 202,152          25,471            255                      300                      

Total 68,678,750    86,535$              76,600$              

Budget (assume receive 65%) 50,000$              
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Recommendation: 

That the TAPMO Proposed Membership Fee Structure be approved for the 2021/2022 year. 
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Ken DeHart, CPA, CGA 
County Treasurer 
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TAPMO (TOP AGGREGATE PRODUCING MUNICIPALITIES OF ONTARIO)
2021 / 2022 BUDGET (Two Year Budget)

DRAFT BUDGET

2021/2022
REVENUES

Membership Fees - Member Municipalities ($4,500.00)
Interest Earned on Bank Account $0.00

Total Revenues ($4,500.00)
EXPENDITURES
Office Supplies/ Printing/ Postage/ Courier/ Photocopying $350.00
Mileage / Transportation Reimbursement- Chair, Vice-Chair & Executive $750.00
Public Relations $300.00
Advertising / Promotion $100.00
Conference / Workshop Registration Fees - Chair, Vice-Chair, Executive $700.00
Video Conference Calls $325.00
Email Account Reimbursement $100.00
Winter TAPMO Meeting @ ROMA - Audio Visual, Room & Logistics $2,200.00
TAPMO AGM @ AMO - Audio Visual, Room & Logistics $2,200.00
OSSGA / TAPMO Working Group Meetings - Logistics $750.00

Total Expenditures $7,775.00

NET BUDGET (SURPLUS)/ DEFICIT $3,275.00

TAPMO
BANK BALANCE

2020 Year End Bank Account Balance $12,440.97
Transactions to July 1, 2021 ($808.71)
2021 Year To Date Bank Account Balance   (July 1, 2021) $13,249.68
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ROMA 2022 Virtual Conference  

Sunday, January 23 - Tuesday, January 25, 2022 

The ROMA conference remains an opportunity to connect with colleagues and the 
province, and learn from experts on important and timely rural issues. 

Early Bird Rate (until November 1, 2021) 
Member                  Non Member 
$400                                 $500 

Regular Rate (until January 20, 2022) 
Member                     Non Member 
$450                                    $550 

 Things to Know: 
• Rates listed do not include HST. Please ensure to include HST when submitting 
your payment. 
• Confirmation will be sent after each registration, modifications or cancellation. 
Review your confirmation carefully for accuracy. 
• All cancellations must be submitted in writing to ROMA via e-mail to: 
events@roma.on.ca. Cancellations received prior to 4:30 pm ET, November 1 will 
be eligible for a refund less $95.00 (plus HST for members) or $100.00 (plus HST 
for non-members) administration fee. Cancellations made after 4:30 pm are non-
refundable. An alternate attendee name may be substituted at any time. 

  
CONTACT 
ROMA Conference Coordinator 
events@roma.on.ca 
T 416.971.9856 
TF 1.877.426.6527 
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ONTARIO GOOD ROADS CONFERENCE 

February 27 – March 2, 2022 
 

Registration 

Registration is now open for the 2022 Good Roads Conference. 

 

 

Good Roads Members 
Provincial / Federal 

Governments 
Non-Members 

Early Bird 
Before Jan. 

21 

Regular 
After Jan. 22 

Early Bird 
Before Jan. 

21 

Regular 
After Jan. 22 

Early Bird 
Before Jan. 

21 

Regular 
After Jan. 22 

A Full 

Registration 
$700 $750 $770 $820 $875 $925 

B One Day – 

Monday 
$400 $430 $440 $470 $500 $530 

C One Day – 

Tuesday 
$400  $430 $440 $470 $500 $530 

D Half Day – 

Wednesday 
$200 $220 $220 $240 $250 $270 

 

 

OGRA Program at a Glance 

http://ograconference.ca/agenda/program-at-a-glance/ 
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TAPMO Executive Committee Meeting 

MINUTES 

 
November 18, 2021 

Zoom Meeting 
 
Present:  Mayor James Seeley, Township of Puslinch – Chair 
   Mayor Sandra Easton, Town of Lincoln – Vice-Chair 
   Mayor Sue Foxton, Township of North Dumfries 
   Deputy Mayor Jim Hegadorn, Loyalist Township 

Councillor Margaret McCreery, Township of North Dumfries 
   Mayor Marcus Ryan, Township of Zorra 
 
Regrets:  Mayor Dave Barton, Township of Uxbridge 
 
Also Present:  Anne Haines, Regional Manager Zone 1, Valuations and Customer 

Relations, MPAC 
Carmelo Lipsi, Vice President, Valuations and Customer Relations, 
MPAC 

 
Staff:   Susan Aram, Deputy Treasurer, County of Wellington 
   Nicole Cardow, Deputy Clerk, County of Wellington 
   Ken DeHart, County Treasurer, County of Wellington 

 
_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
1. Call to Order 

 
At 9:30 am, Chair Seeley called the meeting to order.  
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - November 18, 2021
 Page 2 

 

2. Minutes for Approval 
 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Vice-Chair Easton 
 
That the October 21, 2021 TAPMO Executive Committee Meeting minutes be approved.    

 
Carried 

 
3. Correspondence to Include with Municipal Membership Invoices 

 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Vice-Chair Easton 
 
That the draft correspondence to accompany Municipal Membership Fee Invoicing be 
approved; and  
 
That staff be directed to circulate the correspondence to member municipalities. 

 
Carried 

 
4. Delegation: 

 
4.1 Gravel Pit Update 

 
Moved by: Mayor Foxton 
Seconded by: Councillor McCreery 
 
That the Gravel Pit Update provided by Mr. Carmelo Lipsi, MPAC Vice-President, 
Valuation and Customer Relations, Chief Operating Officer and Ms. Anne Haines, 
MPAC Regional Manager, Zone 1, Municipal and Stakeholder Relations Valuation 
and Customer Relations be received for information. 

Carried 
 

5. Correspondence from Upstream Strategy Group 
 
Moved by: Mayor Ryan 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the correspondence dated October 25, 2021 from Mr. Chris Chapin and Mr. 
Michael Davenport of Upstream Strategy Group regarding establishing TAPMO as a 
stakeholder be received for information. 

Carried 
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 TAPMO Executive Meeting Minutes - November 18, 2021
 Page 3 

 

 
6. Correspondence from Mill Creek Stewards 

 
Moved by: Councillor McCreery 
Seconded by: Mayor Foxton 
 
That the correspondence from Mill Creek Stewards regarding aggregate licensing be 
received for information; and 
 
That staff be directed to invite Mr. John McNie make a presentation at the January 23, 
2022 TAPMO meeting at the ROMA virtual conference. 

Carried 
 

7. Adjournment 
 
At 10:54 am, the Chair adjourned the meeting until January 6, 2022.  

 
 
 
 

_________________________ 
James Seeley - Chair  

TAPMO Executive Committee 
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Top Aggregate Producing 
Municipalities of Ontario 

 

  
 
 
 
 

To:  Chair, Mayor James Seeley and Members of the TAPMO Executive 

From:  Ken DeHart, County Treasurer 

Date: Thursday, November 18, 2021 

Subject: Correspondence to Include with Municipal Membership Invoices 
 

DRAFT Memo: 

 
TAPMO Members,  
 

As you know, TAPMO continues to seek co-operation and partnership with municipalities that have 
significant aggregate resources in Ontario in order to improve the quality and livability of our 
communities today and to achieve sustainability long-term.  In order to be successful in this mission, 
the TAPMO Executive believes we need additional assistance from public relations or advocacy 
professionals.  In order to afford these professionals, the membership fee structure has been revised.  
 

At its meeting on October 21, 2021, TAPMO executive members approved a 2022 membership fee 
structure based on multiplying the estimated aggregate levy received by lower tier and/or single-tier 
municipalities in 2020 by 1% and capping it as a maximum of $5,000 per municipality, rounded to the 
nearest $100 (See Schedule A).  All municipalities listed in Schedule A are members of TAPMO.  
 
*Please note:  this is just a method of calculating the TAPMO membership fee and TAPMO notes that 
the aggregate levy should not be used to fund the membership fee.  The aggregate levy is intended 
to compensate municipalities for the extraordinary damage that aggregate producers do to local 
roads for transporting aggregate along haul routes.  It is up to each municipality to decide how to 
fund the membership fee. 
 
The 2022 TAPMO budget is listed on Schedule B.  Utilizing a conservative budget estimate, this could 
provide $50,000 for the 2022 budget.  A budget of $50,000 would allow for five months of Public 
Relation/Advocacy work assuming a rate of $8,000 per month.  Should we collect more than the 
budget estimate, or if other municipalities choose to join, additional Public Relation/Advocacy work 
will be possible (See Schedule B). 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
James Seeley 
Chair, Top Aggregate Producing Municipalities in Ontario 
Mayor, Township of Puslinch 
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Schedule A 

 
*Note: The total tonnage listed for the City of Burlington includes the Town of Halton Hills, the tonnage 
listed for County of Brant includes the City of Brantford and the tonnage listed for the Town of Lincoln 
includes the Town of Niagara-on-the-Lake, which may require the indicated membership fee to be 
adjusted. 

Proposed Membership Fee based on 1% of the Aggregate Levy Received for 2020 Production

(Reported in Metric Tonnes)

Municipality Total Tonnage

Aggregate 

Levy

1% of 

Aggregate Levy

Membership 

Fee                       

(Max $5,000)

Kawartha Lakes, City of 6,432,633            810,512$        8,105$                5,000$                

North Dumfries Tp 5,677,296            715,339          7,153                  5,000                  

Burlington, City of* 5,280,255            665,312          6,653                  5,000                  

Zorra Tp 4,636,469            584,195          5,842                  5,000                  

Puslinch Tp 4,627,210            583,028          5,830                  5,000                  

Severn Tp 4,566,643            575,397          5,754                  5,000                  

Clarington, Municipality of 4,408,632            555,488          5,555                  5,000                  

Caledon, Town of 3,089,085            389,225          3,892                  3,900                  

Ramara Tp 3,017,981            380,266          3,803                  3,800                  

Brant, County of* 2,970,766            374,317          3,743                  3,700                  

Thames Centre, Municipality of 2,873,989            362,123          3,621                  3,600                  

Uxbridge Tp 2,647,640            333,603          3,336                  3,300                  

Oro-Medonte Tp 2,021,571            254,718          2,547                  2,500                  

Lincoln, Town of* 1,807,458            227,740          2,277                  2,300                  

Loyalist Tp 1,618,046            203,874          2,039                  2,000                  

Haldimand, County of 1,563,226            196,966          1,970                  2,000                  

Brock Tp 1,499,922            188,990          1,890                  1,900                  

Springwater Tp 1,327,782            167,301          1,673                  1,700                  

South-West Oxford Tp 1,252,276            157,787          1,578                  1,600                  

Grey Highlands, Municipality of 1,164,765            146,760          1,468                  1,500                  

Erin, Town of 989,719                124,705          1,247                  1,200                  

Milton, Town of 971,331                122,388          1,224                  1,200                  

Bracebridge 946,439                119,251          1,193                  1,200                  

East Garafraxa Tp 874,957                110,245          1,102                  1,100                  

Southgate Tp 486,158                61,256            613                      600                      

Guelph Eramosa, Tp 451,905                56,940            569                      600                      

Minto, Town of 367,584                46,316            463                      500                      

Chatworth Tp 343,334                43,260            433                      400                      

Mono Tp 297,744                37,516            375                      400                      

Mississippi Mills, Town of 263,782                33,237            332                      300                      

Woolwich Tp 202,152                25,471            255                      300                      
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Schedule B 

 
TAPMO (TOP AGGREGATE PRODUCING MUNICIPALITIES OF ONTARIO) 

2022 BUDGET 

    

    Budget 2022   

    

Revenues    

Membership Fees     $                50,000  

    

Expenditures    

Public Relations/Advocacy - 5 months @ $8,000/month   $                40,000  

Winter TAPMO - ROMA - Audio Visual, Room & Logistics   $                   2,200  

AGM TAPMO - Audio Visual, Room & Logistics    $                   2,200  

OSSGA/TAPMO Working Group Meetings - Logistics   $                      750  

Mileage - Chair Vice-Chair, Executive    $                      750  

Conference/Workshop Registration - Chair, Vice-Chair, Executive  $                      700  

Office Supplies    $                      350  

Video Conference Calls    $                      325  

Advertising/Promotion     $                      100  

Email Account Reimbursement    $                      100  

    $                47,475  

    

Net Budget Surplus/(Deficit)    $                   2,525  

    

    

TAPMO Bank Balance     

    

Transfer from North Dumfries - Deposit  10/22/2021   $                52,137  

Payment to Upstream Invoice # TAPMO2021 11/05/2021                  (36,160) 

RBC Bank Balance  11/18/2021   $                15,977  
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Recommendation: 

That the DRAFT Correspondence to accompany Municipal Membership Fee Invoicing be approved.  
 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Ken DeHart, CPA, CGA 
County Treasurer 
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© MPAC© MPAC

MPAC Update 
Gravel Pits and Quarries

TAPMO

November 18th, 2021

Carmelo Lipsi, M.I.M.A Anne Haines, M.I.M.A.

Vice President, Chief Operation Officer                                                                       Regional Manager, Zone 1
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© MPAC© MPAC

Agenda

• MPAC’s Role

• Valuation

• Background

• Legislation/Regulations

• Tax Classification Review

• Wellington County Appeal

• Next Steps

2
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© MPAC© MPAC
337



© MPAC© MPAC

MPAC uses the cost approach to value 
pits or quarries. This approach 
separately values improvements and 
land to produce a current value for the 
property. 

There are three main phases in the 
valuation process used by MPAC: 

• data collection 

• analysis of the data collected 

• valuation 

4

Valuation – Cost Approach
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© MPAC© MPAC

The determination of land values for 
pits and quarries can be broken into 
two steps: 

• Determine the value of the raw land

• Determine the costs associated 
with obtaining the necessary zoning 
and licensing needed to permit 
extraction. 

5

Land Valuation
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© MPAC© MPAC

• Ministry of Finance amended 
legislation to reinforce no 
assessment attributed to the 
aggregate/gravel

• Large number of appeals for 2008 
& 2012 CVA base years

• Extensive investigation and review 
to determine if assessments 
included value of aggregate/gravel  

• Resolution of 2008 & 2012 CVA 
appeals in 2015

6

Background
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© MPAC© MPAC

Legislation and Regulation

• In 2008, Section 3(1)20 of the Assessment Act was amended by the Ministry 
of Finance to exempt all minerals from taxation

• Exemption also includes “the buildings, plant and machinery in or on the 
land only to the extent and in the proportion that the buildings, plant and 
machinery are used for obtaining minerals from the ground, and all 
minerals that are in, on or under land.”

• Ontario Regulation (O.REG 282/98) directs tax classification 

7
41



© MPAC© MPAC

Tax Classification - O.REG 282/98 

8

Residential 

Classification – RT

Land that is licensed or required to be licensed under Part II of the 

Aggregate Resources Act that is not in the farm property class or the 

industrial property class.

Industrial 

Classification – IT

Land used for mining, quarrying, producing oil or gas or extracting 

anything from the earth. There are exceptions noted in the 

Regulation where IT would not apply. 

Other 

Classification is based on use, so if a portion of the property is used 

for other purposes the appropriate tax classification is applied. 

Example – a portion of the property is farmed and approved for the 

farm tax class (FT)
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© MPAC© MPAC

County of Wellington - ARB Test Cases

The Assessment Review Board (ARB) released an interim decision on the 
gravel pit test cases on March 29, 2021 

• The decision of the board revised MPAC’s land value from $4,200/acre plus 
$5,000 licensing fee to $10,080/acre plus $5,000 licensing fee

• The revised land value is based on a single sale

• The board also made ruling on the classification of various areas of the 
gravel pits.  Moving several areas of the pits from Residential Tax Class to 
Industrial Tax (IT) Class

9
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© MPAC© MPAC

County of Wellington - ARB Test Cases

• As this was an interim decision, MPAC staff were given direction to finalize 
all Requests for Reconsideration based on existing methodologies and 
issue any supplementary and omitted assessments in time for year-end

• The ARB issued an amended decision on October 19, 2021. All parties 
have 30 days to serve and file a notice of motion for leave to appeal

10
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© MPAC© MPAC

Next Steps - Leave to Appeal 

• MPAC is seeking leave to appeal to clarify the land classification as it relates 
to the Industrial Tax (IT) Classification based on:

• O.Reg 282/98 sets out how properties are classified and the boards 
interpretation conflicts with the Act and Regulation

• Section 19.3 of the Act provides the day of classification of land is June 30th

of the previous tax year and the board failed to classify properties based 
on the statutory classification day contrary to the Act

11
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© MPAC© MPAC

Questions?

12
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From: Chris Chapin <chris@upstreamgroup.ca>  
Sent: October 25, 2021 12:33 PM 
To: James Seeley <jseeley@puslinch.ca> 
Cc: Michael Diamond <michael@upstreamgroup.ca> 
Subject: Some thoughts 

 

Dear James,  

 

What became abundantly clear while working with TAPMO was that while there was a clear 

understanding by the government of who the members of the organization were, there was and is 

little to no institutional understanding of TAPMO. Every time we reached out to an MPPs office 

there was a very positive response for the request because of the relationship between the MPP 

and local mayors, but there was almost zero knowledge of the organization. What we believe is 

necessary, not as much for the immediate goal of reforming how aggregate sites are assessed, is 

to work to establish TAPMO as a legitimate stakeholder of record at Queen’s Park.  

 

The reality is the organization will always have concerns that the member municipalities would 

like corrected and you will always have an opponent in industry that is well organized and well 

funded working against you. The lack of formality (no website, no logo, no public list of 

membership, no clear delineation of who is a member and who is not) presents serious 

challenges for TAPMO to be considered a stakeholder that is top of mind to the government 

when making or contemplating decisions.  

 

No matter who is in power at Queen’s Park, there will always be interest in meeting with 

municipal leaders. The true challenge that TAPMO faces is an ongoing organization and 

strategic plan that keeps TAPMO’s concerns on the front burners of the government and not the 

back. What we would propose is that Upstream works alongside the Executive Committee to 

help develop that strategy, develop branding and a website, and help plan how TAPMO can 

continue to grow as an organization. 

 

Upstream could handle the coordination of all future meetings and ease the burden on clerical 

staff within the Chair’s municipality and liaise regularly with the executive on how to best 

achieve the organization’s strategic and government relations goals. While we could certainly 

extend our contract an extra month or two to try and achieve an extra meeting or two, we do 

believe that helping TAPMO establish itself as a stakeholder of record to all parties at Queen’s 

Park would be more valuable to the organization in both the short and long term. 

--  

Chris Chapin 

Managing Principal 

Upstream Strategy Group 
 
 
 

 

  

647-500-0443 

  

chris@upstreamgroup.ca 

  

www.upstreamgroup.ca 

  

188 Davenport Road, Unit 202, Toronto, Ontario, M5R 1J2 
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Mill Creek Stewards 
6927 Concession 2, RR# 22 
Cambridge, Ontario.  N3C-2V4 
Phone: 519-824-6829 
E-Mail: johnmcnie@hotmail.com 

 
 
  

 

September 2021 THE  LINE 
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Background 
The Mill Creek Stewards (MCS) in researching OMB/LPAT hearings over the last few years has observed a 
pattern to aggregate license objections that appears to significantly reduce the odds of objection success. This 
pattern has been consistent, regardless of whether the objections arose from individuals, groups or 
municipalities. By adhering to a reactive, negative objection format, this pattern has elicited an equally 
consistent and negative response on the part of the tribunals, including a mention in their report summaries.  

Concurrently with our group’s observation came two aggregate licensing situations, in Ramara and Woolich 
Townships respectively. Both Townships found themselves in the position of determining whether support for a 
specific aggregate extractive rezoning application was appropriate, i.e. where to “Draw the Line”. In both 
cases, rezoning applications appeared to meet provincial criteria and provincially mandated “municipal” 
criteria for rezoning. However community or township staff concerns reflecting broader aspects of the 
community, continued to pose obstacles. These aspects/obstacles were primarily negative with respect to 
provincially mandated criteria. 

Woolich Township followed the old reactive, negative pattern and after several confusing Council meetings was 
bypassed by the aggregate industry’s direct appeal to LPAT, where the community risks the same negative 
response from LPAT tribunals as in the past. 

Ramara Township on the other hand, avoided the pattern by hiring a consultant1 who broadly proposed the 
route of proactively defining a set of local “municipal” criteria for extractive rezoning that would work 
positively with the provincial criteria. 

During Puslinch Council’s August 2021 discussion of an analogous situation regarding the Hamilton Region 
Conservation Authority (HAC) and its draft Offsetting Policy, one Puslinch Councillor2 suggested similar 
“municipal” criteria that could work with provincially dictated “municipal” criteria. 

With this in mind, the Mill Creek Stewards propose the following draft criteria be reviewed by Township staff, 
possibly with the advice of a consultant for objective scientific framing and then put before the public in some 
discussion format, with the aim of developing final criteria that reflect our local situation. This “Line” of local 
municipal criteria could enable more fruitful engagement of the community, the local government and the 
aggregate industry. At a minimum, it should:  

• Clearly identify for the aggregate industry, local requirements for new pit sites and plans that would 
ease the passage of rezoning and license approvals. 

• Lay out a finite community framework for aggregate disruption both with respect to area and time, 
minimizing community objections. 

• Place the onus on the aggregate industry for self-discipline of its rate delimiting companies relative to 
their community responsibility records. 

• Minimize the time and dollars invested on both sides pre-arbitration/LPAT  

• Ensure a pre-existing, i.e. proactive reference framework for any subsequent arbitration/LPAT case (a 
deficiency noted on multiple occasions by OMB/LPAT boards3)  

• Demonstrate to LPAT tribunals that the local community is acting positively, i.e. willing to accept its 
provincial responsibilities when appropriately framed by local criteria. 
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* Based on 16 pits, defined as closed in Puslinch: 14 surrendered, 2 reallocated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Relevant Municipal Statistics 

 Puslinch Acreage:  
53, 033.7 (100%)4 

Primary Farm Acreage: 
Class 1-3  19,339.8 (36.5%)4 

Aggregate:Active 
and Inactive: 

4,323.5 (8.2%)4 

Aggregate Bearing: Primary-Tertiary  
40,000 (75%) estimate5 

Primary/Partial Secondary: 
16,000 (30%) estimate5 

Aggregate: 
Surrendered 
1,500 (3%) 
estimate*  
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Draft Municipal Criteria 
The Mill Creek Stewards propose the following numbers based, objective criteria under three broad headings: 
Land Planning, Revenue and Community Structure. 

 

A: Land Planning 

1: (i) Maximum acreage available for non-rehabilitated aggregate extraction at any 
given time, including active, inactive and surrendered but non-rehabilitated.  2,750 acres (5% of Puslinch) 

    (ii) Maximum acreage available for extraction on a progressively rehabilitated 1:1 
acre basis, that is one “positive community legacy” rehabilitated acre for each newly 
disturbed acre.  

13,250 acres (25% of Puslinch) 

Total:  Maximum cumulative Puslinch acreage available for aggregate extraction*, 
including active, inactive, surrendered-unrehabilitated and surrendered-rehabilitated. 16, 000 acres (30% of Puslinch) 

Quisque dolor nulla, faucibus ac  

* This maximum cumulative acreage allows the aggregate industry access to all primary gravel deposits plus 
significant access to secondary deposits. Access could however be limited with respect to area by Criteria 2: 
Farmland, and with respect to time by Criteria 9: Progressive Rehabilitation/ Positive Legacy. 
 
 
 

 

Puslinch Acreage: Aggregate 

Undisturbed Land 

Disturbed/Unrehabilitated 

Disturbed/Rehabilitated 1:1 
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2: (i) Maximum Puslinch farmland acreage available at any given time, for extraction 
without rehabilitation to “positive community legacy” farmland, i.e. same class or 
improved.  

1,000 acres (5% of Puslinch 
farmland) 

    (ii) Subsequent Puslinch farmland acreage available for extraction on a 
progressively rehabilitated 1:1 acre basis, that is one “positive community legacy” 
rehabilitated acre for each newly disturbed acre. 

4,000 acres (20% of Puslinch 
farmland) 

Total: Maximum cumulative Puslinch farmland acreage available for aggregate 
extraction regardless of rehabilitation status. 

5,000 acres (25% of Puslinch 
farmland) 

  

 
*Overlap of aggregate acreage with prime farmland acreage is presently 48% in Puslinch Township (2100 acres)4. This 
reflects the importance of gravel to good soil layering, hence good crop growth. Five thousand acres of Puslinch farmland 
reflects a majority of the primary gravel deposits that overlap with farmland in the Township, which is more than fair to 
the aggregate industry, given research clearly demonstrates that disturbed farmland remains disturbed for the long-term if 
not permanently, despite rehabilitation efforts, i.e. this prime farmland is permanently lost6. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Puslinch Acreage: Farmland 

Puslinch Acreage Non 
Farmland 

Puslinch Acreage Farrmland 
Undisturbed 

Puslinch Farmland 
Disturbed/ Unrehabilitated 

Puslinch Farmland/ 
Rehabilitated 1:1 
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3:(i) Maximum cumulative acreage for “below water table” aggregate extraction  at 
any given time, without “positive community legacy” rehabilitation*.  2,070 acres (4% of Puslinch) 

   (ii) Subsequent acreage available for “below water table” aggregate extraction on a 
progressively rehabilitated 1:1 acre basis, that is one “positive community legacy” 
rehabilitated acre for each newly disturbed acre. 

530 acres (1% of Puslinch) 

Total: Maximum cumulative Puslinch acreage available for “below water table” 
aggregate extraction regardless of rehabilitation* **. 
 
 

2,600 acres (5% of Puslinch) 

*Maximal acreage for “below water table” extraction reflects the permanent loss of this percentage of land as working land 
in whatever capacity, accompanied by cumulative risk to the community’s water resource and often by permanent loss of 
municipal revenue. 
**Maximal acreage for “below water table” aggregate extraction within any 1000-acre parcel of surrounding Puslinch land is 
100 acres. Extracted area is considered as centred in the 1000 acres, therefore requiring a minimum separation of 600 m 
between “below water table” sites. This value recognizes the existing 1800 acres of “below water table” acreage in 
Puslinch, leaving 800 acres available for future licensing or a minimum of eight sites of maximum size (depending on the 
number of existing but undeveloped licenses for “below water table”. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Puslinch Acreage/ Below Water Table 
Extraction 

Undisturbed 

Disturbed Below Water 
Table/ Unrehabilitated 

Disturbed Below Water 
Table/ Rehabilitated 1:1 
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4: Maximum Puslinch acreage available for aggregate extraction including active, inactive 
and surrendered-unrehabilitated (See 1). 

2,750 acres (5% of Puslinch) 

(a) Maximum Puslinch acreage available for dormant pits* at any given time. 500 acres (1%) 

              a(i) Maximum dormant pit acreage* available for storage**  ***.  250 acres (0.5%) 

              a(ii) Maximum dormant pit acreage available for dumping***.                                          100 acres (0.2%) 
 

 

*Small acreage reflects the need to encourage timely rehabilitation hence positive community legacy. This isn’t just land 
sitting dormant waiting to be excavated, but land already disturbed, paying little in taxes, requiring little legal 
rehabilitation and providing no benefit to the community. 
**Dormant pit acreage for storage or dumping reflects total pit acreage, not just the pit land space used for storage or 
dumping. 
***Small acreage amount reflects what the aggregate industry defines as a transitory need, therefore quickly available for 
reuse. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Puslinch Acreage: Dormant Pits 

Non-Dormant Puslinch 
Extraction Acreage 

Extraction Acreage available 
for Dormant Pits 

Extraction Acreage available 
for Dormant or Dormant-
Storage 

Extraction Acreage available 
for Dormant or Dormant-
Dumping 
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B: Revenue 
 
5: That applications for extractive rezoning ensure rezoning of a given property, will not result in a decrease in annual 
property tax revenue for that property.  

 

6: That applications for extractive rezoning agree to reimburse Puslinch Township for annual road repair/ replacement 
costs to Township roads incorporated in hauling routes: payments to be based on the percentage of each company’s 
annual tonnage for the previous year relative to total industry tonnage and total industry hauling routes. 
 

 

 
7: That applications for extractive rezoning incorporate an estimated cost for progressive rehabilitation of the 
property, necessary to achieve a defined Positve Community Legacy, including the anticipated revenue from such a 
Legacy*. These estimates would be used to assess annual penalties if the industry failed to meet rehabilitation 
timelines. 
 
*In turn, Township net revenues in excess of pre-extractive use would be considered for balanced sharing with the 
aggregate industry for a fixed period depending on gain. 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Potential Puslinch Revenue7 

Potential Puslinch Revenue 

Indirect Losses due to Legacy 
Failures by the Aggregate 
Industry 

Direct Losses due to 
Inappropriate Property 
Valuation or Depreciation 

Direct Losses due to Increased 
Infrastructure Costs 
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C: Community Structure 
 
9: That applications for extractive rezoning acknowledge the definition of “Progressive 
Rehabilitation”* and the Township’s requirement for successful staged completion of that 
rehabilitation based on the further definition of “Positive Community Legacy (PCL)**,” 
with respect to criteria 1, 2,and 3. 

 
* Progressive Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation that begins after no more than 10% of a pit’s  
licensed area has been fully extracted or 20% disturbed, with subsequent PCL  
rehabilitation of one acre for every acre newly disturbed. 
**Positive Community Legacy: Rehabilitation standards that ensure a community is left  
with financial, environmental, or structural gain relative to pre-extraction; a gain that is 
also compatible with the community’s land use planning.  
 

 

 
12: That applications for extractive rezoning* prioritize the protection of surface and 
sub-surface water by incorporating a monthly monitoring program that requires threshold 
exceedances, regardless of cause, be proactively mitigated by immediate cessation of 
excavation until water levels/flow normalizes. 

*This applies to all rezoning applications, not just below water table, as both surface 
and subsurface water flows, operate independently of water table levels. 

 
 

 
13: That applications for extractive rezoning require clear definition of long-term 
responsibility for any mitigation action necessary during extraction and subsequent 
rehabilitation. This responsibility would include reinstatement of the provincial 
deposit program, securities to be held for potential mitigation work failures8.. 

 

10: That applications for extractive rezoning acknowledge that there will be no area, 
depth or duration of extraction, changes to a site plan once licensed. Applications should 
include pre and post extraction land use. Fixed land use is essential for future community 
planning and reflects appropriate pre-application planning on the part of the industry. 
 
 
11: That applications for extractive rezoning recognize a two-way compliance with 
Ontario’s Land Use Guidelines: requiring Industrial Use meets the same criteria as 
Sensitive Use, i.e. with respect to area of influence (AOI), minimum separation 
distance (MSD) and demonstration of need. 
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